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Abstract
Digital Elevation Models (DEMs) are used to estimate different morphologies, analysis of river
profile, delineating drainage basin and drainage pattern associated with lithological and structural
changes. The study area is Maroon River located in Khuzestan Province, Iran. In this study
geomorphometric analysis based on DEM carried out to understand Maroon river uplift rate and
tectonic- erosion relationships in its catchment. Geomorphic processes, such as stream length
gradient, Hypsometric Integral, Isobase map, Incision map and concavity of the river were extracted
from digital elevation model. Slope- Area plot was used for analysis of uplift rate and stream power
of the river. Results show that the changes in stream length (SL) are because of lithological change
in the study area. More erodible lithologies cause low SL values. Isobase map of the study area was
obtained by relating drainage network and topographic surface. Isobase map delineate structural and
lithological erosional processes. Hypsometric integral and hypsometric curve of the Maroon River
catchment indicates a old catchment, so erosion is more effective in landscape evolution than
tectonics. Uplift rate map of Maroon River shows different rates in upstream and downstream of the
river. Concavity and Steepness indices were obtained using stream profile analysis and by using
power function, uplift rate is calculated. Logarithmic regression of the area and slope values of the
Maroon River lead to calculating concavity and steepness values. It is concluded form this
investigation that erosional condition is more powerful in the study area.
Keywords: Geomorphometric Analysis, Maroon River, DEM, Uplift Rate

in this region is an evidence (Berberian and King,
1981). In a tectonically active region, geomorphic
markers, such as alluvial fans, multiple river terraces
and some other geomorphic features are essential as
a reference frame for gauge deformations (Tsai and
Sung, 2003). Stream profile analysis is more stable
parameter in tectonic studies rather than river
terraces. By using digital elevation models (DEMs)
such analyses become more easy, fast and precise.

1. Introduction
In regions with active tectonic, the geometry and
evolution of river systems are sensitive to surface
uplift rate (Clark et al, 2004). Zagros simply folded
belt developed during late Cenozoic (Mobasher,
2007) and is still active as is affected by tectonic
activity of Arabian- Iranian plate boundary
shortening processes, as wide spread seismic activity
*

Geomorphic responses to tectonic uplift provide
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2. Material an
nd Methods

with hydrographic network and associatted drainagee
The study arrea is located between 30° 30´ N and 30°
0´ E longitudees,
55´ N latitudes, and 50° 00´ E and 50° 30
in the southwesstern Zagros simply foldeed Belt (ZSFB
B)
in southwesternn Iran (Fig. 1). The Zag
gros Mountaain
nge hosts m
more than haalf of the world’s
w
know
wn
ran
hyd
drocarbon reeserves (Seppehr and Co
osgrove 20055).
Co
ompressional tectonic forrces have leed to foldinng,
thrrusting, and large-scalee strike-slip faulting annd
sig
gnificant crusstal shorteningg in the Zagrros Mountainns.
Th
he basement hhas gone throough an exten
nsional tectonnic
eveent during thhe Precambriaan before thee deposition of
thee Cambrian seediments (e.gg., Stocklin 1968, Berberiaan
and
d King 1981,, Berberian 19995).

basin
n automaticallly derived ffrom DEM (Delcaillan ett
al, 2006).
2
Thesee data are uused to calcu
ulate variouss
morp
phometric ind
dices. Table 1 summarizees the indicess
that used in this study. Figure
re 2 shows Maroon
M
basinn
boun
ndary that HII parameters are calculateed accordingg
to thiis area.

ormed a varieety
The compresssional Zagroos orogeny fo
of asymmetric, NW-SE trennding, en-ech
helon folds, annd
NE
E-dipping thrrusts on the southwestern
n limbs of th
the
follds. Fold axiaal planes gennerally dip to N-NE, so thhat
thee southern lim
mbs of the follds are steepeer, and in som
me
casses they are ooverturned or vertical (Mobasher 2007)).
In this studdy, morphom
metric indicees are used as
ind
dicators of laandscape ressponse to tecctonic activiity
or erosion proocesses. Shaape and strructure of thhe
draainage consttitute a respoonse to the uplift
u
processs,
mo
ore or less m
modulated by lithologic co
ondition of thhe
areea (Jackson and Leederr, 1994). In this researcch,
Fig. 1: The study areaa location on Iraan

mo
orphometric data are nott statistically analyzed, bbut
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Table 1: Geomorphoometric indicees that used in
n this study
formulla

Referencce

Indices

symbool

Stream Leength Gradient

SL

Hack (19773)

Hypsomettry Integral

HI

Strahler (11952)

Isobase map
Concavityy

-

Discusssed in the text
Discusssed in the text

Steepness

-

Discusssed in the text

Uplift Rate

-

Discusssed in the text

Cox & Roosenthal (1993)
Shahzad and Gloaguen
n
(2011)
Shahzad aand Gloaguen
(2011)
Shahzad aand Gloaguen
(2011)

Fig. 22: Maroon basin
n boundary

Drainagee network was ordereed accordinng to
strahler (19952). Longiitudinal proffile of the main
river is useed for identiifying break
ks in slope. Such
knickpointss then are useed as indicato
or of uplift aand to
divide two pparts with different uplift
ft rates.
TecDEM
M (Tectonics from
f
Digital Elevation M
Model)
is a MATLA
AB toolbox that
t uses Glob
bal DEMs. D
DEMs
are replacing traditioonal topogrraphic mapss in
geosciences and provide us the autom
matically extrracted
drainage neetworks. Beecause of raapid responsse of
drainage to tectonic chhanges, thus it is a pottential
parameter ffor tectonic analysis. DEMs
D
providde an
opportunity to quantify the influencce of neotecctonic

processes on landscape ddevelopmentt (Shahzad and
Gloaguen
G
201
11a, 2011b). It first extracts the drainnage
network usin
ng Determinnistic-8(D8) algorithm. D8
allgorithm is the most coonvenient an
nd widely used
u
method
m
to ex
xtract drainaage network
k (Hogg et al.,
1997; Maidmeent, 1993).
2.1. Processin
ng of SL Mapp using GIS
Anomalies of stream proofiles, especiaally knickpoiints,
arre important for studyingg tectonic imp
pacts on fluvvial
laandforms. Sttudies on knnickpoints and
a other sloope
break indices mostly use ddiscrete dataa representatiion.
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if landscape is in steady-state condition, then it is
equal to 0. Thus for steady state equilibrium, equation
2 can be written as:

Some authors have tried to make contours of SL
values to detect anomalies of stream profiles,
whereas others have tried to connect SL values to
geological objects. This study is innovative because
its result is a map showing SL anomalies along the
main rivers of a watershed. It can highlight zones
with high values of SL which will be interpreted in
terms of differential erosion, or tectonic activity.
Generally, the values needed to compute SL are
measured from topographic profiles. Instead of a
commonly used method for calculating a slope map
from a DEM using a moving window, we computed
slope using contour lines derived from a DEM. The
contouring method averages out much of the vertical
noises included in many available DEMs, particularly
in steep and narrow watersheds.

1

 U n
S    Am n
(2)
K
Where m/n is the concavity of the profile and
coefficient K is steepness of the profile. So, it can be
written as:

S  K s A

(3)
which θ and ks are concavity and steepness
indices, respectively. They can be calculated directly
using regression analysis of data as shown in
equation 2, i.e., area and slope (Howard 1994, Snyder
et al. 2000, Whipple 2004, Wobus et al. 2006). By
combining equations 1 and 2, a useful relationship for
calculating uplift rates is presented below:

U  ksnn K

2.2. The stream Power Law

(4)
which ksn is normalized steepness index. This
equation gives uplift rate for the area with steady
state landscape by choosing appropriate values of m,
n and K. after logarithmic regression, analysis of
area and slope values, concavity and steepness
values were calculated and by using their values in
equation 3, uplift rate is calculated. Constant values
of n and K is obtained from previous studies (Seidl
and Dietrich 1992, Wobus et al. 2006). Because of
importance of knickpoint selection in understanding
landscape responses to tectonics, these points were
selected in stream longitudinal profile based on
change in slope and concavity.

Deviations from the typical concave-up shape of
stream longitudinal profiles, such as knickpoints or
convex segments, indicate a disequilibrium state
resulting from tectonic, base level or lithological
perturbations (Kirby and Whipple, 2004; Chen et al.,
2003; Pedrera et al., 2009; Font et al., 2010). The
normalized steepness index (ksn) is widely used to
investigate tectonically induced perturbations in
river longitudinal profiles and has been used to
propose patterns of uplift (Kirby and Whipple, 2004;
Wobus et al., 2006; Whittaker et al., 2008). The
lithological or structural contrasts force the streams
to
reach
a
new
equilibrium
condition.
Mathematically, this is written in below equation:

dz
 U  E  U  KA m S n
dt

2.3. Basin Hypsometry

(1)

The hypsometric curves have been used to infer the
stage of development of the drainage network and also
it is a powerful tool to differentiate between
tectonically active and inactive areas (Keller and
Pinter, 2002). The curve is created by plotting the
proportion of total basin height against the proportion
of total basin area (Figure 3).Convex hypsometric
curves characterize young slightly eroded regions; S

which U and E are uplift and erosion rates,
respectively. K is erosion efficiency factor which is
related to sediments and rock strength directly, A is
upstream drainage area and S is channel slope. The
constants m and n are dependent on basin hydrology,
hydraulic geometry and erosion process. dz/dt is the
rate of changing elevation within specific time. So,
28
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laandscapes to active tectonnics (e.g., Péérez-Peña et al.,
2009; Mahmo
ood and Glooaguen, 201
12; Andreanii et
D
González et al., 2015). In
all., 2014; Domínguez-G
th
heory, hypso
ometric integgral value ran
nges betweeen 0
an
nd 1. Low hypsometric
h
integral valu
ues indicate old
an
nd more erod
ded areas annd evenly disssected drainage
basins. High values
v
of thee hypsometriic integral vaalue
in
ndicate that most
m of the topography is high relattive
to
o the mean, such as a sm
mooth upland
d surface cutt by
deeply inciseed streams iindicating young
y
and less
l
erroded areas.

shaped curvves characteriize moderately eroded reggions;
concave currves point to old, highly eroded
e
regionns. In
the presentt study, alll basins are
a
automattically
processed to calculatee Basin hy
ypsometry using
TecDEM. T
The simplest way to charaacterize the sshape
of hypsomeetric curve foor a given drrainage basinn is to
calculate its hypsometricc integral (HII).
The HI shhows the disstribution of landmass voolume
remaining bbeneath or above
a
a basaal reference pplane
(Strahler, 1952; Schum
mm, 1956). This
T
index prroved
as an efficiient factor inn evaluating
g the responnse of

Fig. 3: SL values of Maaroon River in the
t study area, aa) SL values in longitudinal prrofile, b) SL vallues as shown on
o DEM map.
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2.4. Isobase Map

et al., 2008). The moving window should be large
enough to include at least two major ridges and/or
valleys otherwise the results will not represent local
relief but simply the slope gradient (Evans, 1972).
Moving window is 10*10 km in this study and results
are shown in figure 6.

The spatial distribution of stream height (isobase
map) is a useful proxy for investigating geologic or
tectonic processes (e.g., Dury, 1952; Filosofov,
1960; Golts and Rosenthal, 1993; Grohmann et al.,
2007, 2011). Drainage networks are commonly
organized according to Strahler (1957) stream order.
According to Golts and Rosenthal (1993) streams of
similar orders are of similar geological age and are
related to similar geological events. Hence the
interpolation of isobase lines, which connect streams
with a similar order, produce a surface resulting from
the same erosional events. Isobase lines represent
erosional surfaces which have formed due to recent
tectonic and erosional events (Filosofov, 1960).
Studies suggest that Isobase maps are prepared by
interpolating the elevation at the location of 2nd and
3rd order streams (Golts and Rosenthal, 1993;
Grohmann, 2004). Sharp changes in the isobase map
indicate the possible location of faults and/or
lithological contrasts.
As suggested by Grohmann et al. (2011), isobase
maps can be seen as a smoothed version of the
original topographic surface, from which was
removed the “noise” of the first Strahler order stream
erosion. Sharp topographic changes affecting an
isobase surface were used to infer potential structures
or uplifted blocks associated with tectonic movements
(e.g., Golts and Rosenthal, 1993; Grohmann et al.,
2007; Garrote et al., 2008; Domínguez-González et
al., 2015).

3. Results and Discussion
The generation of maps that reveal some surface
dynamics parameters by using TecDEM is a tool for
analysis of tectonic influence on geomorphological
pattern of the study area. These types of analyses are
especially suitable in regions with drainage network
anomalies and relief pattern discontinuities (Gloaguen
et al., 2007, 2008; Kurz et al., 2007).
Values of the SL index over the study area,
determined from digital elevation models and
geographic information system (GIS), are shown on
Fig. 3. In order to discriminate values at the index
related to rock resistance, different levels of average
rock strength were defined (by rock type and field
observation) from very low strength (silt, sand and
marl), low strength (older alluvial fan deposits and
fairly well-consolidated conglomerate), moderate
strength (fillite and schist), high strength (calcareous
sandstone, travertine, and conglomerate), and very
high strength (marble). Based upon the quantitative
SL indices linked to relative rock resistance
described above with field observations suggest that:
1- Along the southern part of the Maroon River,
values of the SL index show a variable distribution.
The highest and perhaps most anomalous values of
the index are along the Maroon River on its pass
from Khayiz anticline. These high indices are not
associated with particularly resistant rocks, so is
interpreted to be a tectonic signal. Several locations
along the western flank of the Khayiz anticline also
have anomalously high SL index values on relatively
soft rocks.
2- Along the NE portion of the study area, SL indices
tend to be relatively low compared with the other

2.5. Incision Map
The Incision map shows relative or local relief and
is a tool for quantifying relative elevation. It is
calculated by measuring the difference between the
maximum and minimum elevation in a moving
window. The calculation of relative relief is
influenced by the shape and size of the moving
window and is a well documented problem (Ascione
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feeatures controlled by receent structuress as an inflexxion
in
n the fault lin
ne area or a llineament (Fig. 5). As a first
f
an
nalysis, it sh
hows three llarge domain
ns in the stuudy
arrea: High (A), Medium
m (B) and Low (C. High
H
issobase values occur in thhe central-so
outhern portions
of the area and includee mainly caarbonate roccks.
Medium
M
values occur in the central-w
west part of the
arrea, over seedimentary rrocks. Low isobase vallues
occur over alluvium deeposits of the
t
Quaternnary
fo
ormation. The
T
main morphologiical differeence
between the isobase andd the origin
nal topograpphic
su
urface is the removed off the noise off the low- orrder
sttreams, whicch allows thhe identificattion of possiible
teectonic influeence.

parts. Anom
malous valuees of the indiices are relatted to
outcrops off the resistaant massive limestone ffound
along the rivver profile.
Hypsomeetry analysis is based on
n investigatinng the
shape of baasin hypsomeetric curves which vary from
concave to convex. Hyppsometric plot of the Maaroon
river basin iis shown in Figure.
F
4. Hyp
psometric inttegral
of the Maroon river basiin is about 0.2
22 that meanns this
basin is an oold basin. Annalysis suggeest that as th basin
is in old staage, so erosioon processes are more inffluent
that tectonicc ones.

Fig
g. 5: Isobase maap of the study area.

Fig. 4: Hypsoometric curve annd Hypsometriic Integral Valuues for
Maroon Riverr basin

The incisio
on map or loocal relief is used
u
to identify
reegions of hig
gh gradients (Guzzetti an
nd Reichenbaach,
1994). The in
ncision map of the study
y area was also
a
2
prepared usin
ng a moving w
window of 1 km and aggain
sh
hows steep changes
c
to thhe west of th
he Khayiz. This
T
map
m also show
ws a series oof sharp chan
nges in the NW
N
siide of the sttudy area, w
which is related to the EWE
trrending seriees of lineameents. Using th
he incision map
m
th
hese lineameents can be further traceed to preparre a
more
m
detailed
d neotectoniics map of the study area
a
(F
Fig. 6). As can
c be seen oon the map, incision is high
h
on NE part of the studdy area, wh
hich is maiinly
co
omposed of sedimenta
tary rocks with mediium
errodibility. Low altitude parts of thee area have less
l
in
ncision valuee.

The analyysis of surfaace dynamicss parameters such
as Isobase, Incision and
a
vertical dissection maps
provides inssight into thhe tectonic geomorpholog
g
gy of
the study arrea. These parameters
p
might
m
reveal m
major
tectonic feaatures. The Issobase map of the studyy area
(Fig. 5) whiich shows thee location of 2nd and 3rd order
streams is cchangable. Chhanges in thee relative po sition
of 2nd andd 3rd order streams
s
at high
h
or low relief
correlates w
with some of
o the tecton
nic features,, e.g.
Main Bounndary Thrustt and linearr features. O
Other
minor changges in the Isoobase map might
m
be relatted to
residual morrphotecronicc features in th
he study areaa.
The isobaase map, connstructed bassed on secondd and
higher ordeer drainagess, allowed depiction off the
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ncavity 60. 33 and steeepness 0.6,,
interrmediate con
whicch means th
hat erosion pprocess are active. Thee
loweer segment suggests

lower con
ncavity andd

steep
pness indices, i.e., 0.27 and 61.49 respectively.
r
.
As the
t stream go
g down, thhe sharp ch
hange in thee
geom
morphic ind
dices showss gradual changes inn
litho
ology and tecctonic activitity. The nortthern part off
the region has low steepneess values and
a
becausee
steep
pness is direectly relatedd to uplift raate it meanss
that region underrgone less de
deformation processes
p
onn
north
hern section, compared to other parrts. Figure 8
show
ws correlation between ggeologic form
mations andd

Fig. 6: Incision mapp of the study area.
a

faultts locations to
o SL values.
Th
he evolution of landscappes results from complexx
interractions betw
ween climaticc and tecton
nic processess
(e.g., Willett an
nd Brandon,, 2002; Ferrrater et al.,,
5). Recent teectonic or cliimatically in
nduced base-2015
levell fall are asssociated withh the propag
gation of ann
erosiion wave, wh
hich represennts the limitt between ann
uppeer-relict land
dscape and a lower adjjusting zonee
(e.g., Pérez-Peñaa et al., 20015). As a result, relictt
portiions of landscapes (i.e., where uplifft is not yett
coun
nterbalanced by fluviall erosion) may
m
persistt
thoug
gh time (e.g., Burbank annd Anderson,, 2012; Clarkk
et al.., 2005; Legrain et al., 20114; Giletycz et al., 2015)..

The Maroonn River is sttudied using stream pow
wer
law
w (Fig. 7 andd Fig 9). Thee analysis is discussed
d
heere
in detail. The stream profiile analysis of
o the Marooon
riv
ver is shownn in figure 8.
8 This is a three segmeent
stream. Two knnickpoints shhows tectoniic activity. A
All
knickpoints show the preseence of local faults. Thrree
treends observedd in this streeam based on
n morphologgic
con
nditions, i.e.., an upper segment, middle segmeent
and
d lower seggment. The upper
u
segmeent passed oon
rellict landscappe with steeepness index
x 107.64 annd
uniform concaavity index 0.69,
0
which means that it
sufffer less errosion. The middle segment show
ws

Fig. 7: Slope- A
Area plot of thee study area.
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Fig. 8: Lith
hologic and Fauults map of the study area show
wing SL valuess.

Fig. 9: Upplift rate map off Maroon River
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3.1. Upstream Impacts of Dam Implementation

unable to transport it; lead to disruption and filling of
pools along with the formation of bars, berms and lag
deposits. These structures may be destroyed during
degradation and erosion (Bierley and Fryiers, 2005).
Despite the range of adjustments that may occur,
the implementation of a dam may do not lead to
geomorphological changes. For example, if the
discharge released is incompetent to erode and
redistribute the existing river boundary, then neither
erosion nor deposition takes place. So, the flow will
accommodated within the pre existing channel and
no adjustments observed (Petts, 1979; Knighton,
1998; Gilvear, 2004).

Geomorphological adjustments upstream of a dam
are primarily concerned with sedimentation due to
trapping of sediment within the reservoir. A reservoir
leads to hydraulic conditions that reduces the flow
velocity to near zero, so any sediment transported to
the reservoir will settle out (Petts, 1984; Brierley and
Fryiers, 2005). The settling out and deposition of
sediments results in trapping a large amount of
sediment. In addition, the formation of delta deposits
may occur in the upstream channel as a result of
deposition of coarse materials at the upstream end of
the reservoir. This ultimately will reduce the river
channel capacity (Wang and Hu, 2004; Brierley and
Fryiers, 2005).
As a result of degradation and aggradations,
geomorphological adjustments can take place in
channel cross section and capacity, slope, plan form
and bed form. Changes in channel cross section and
capacity occur through adjustments in width and
depth. Erosion of the bed and bank will increase
depth and width of the channel, respectively. This
leads to enlarging cross section area and capacity of
the river (Petts, 1979; Schumm, 2005). In contrast,
deposition of material will reduce cross section area
and capacity of the river. Julien (2002) describes the
slope adjustments in rivers in order to reach
equilibrium between water discharge and sediment
yield. Degradation lowers and flattens the slope, so
the river erosion is reduced. In contrast, aggradation
generally increases the slope as the river aims to
increase its competence (Julien, 2002; Gordon and
Meentemeyer, 2006). Plan form changes may also
occur below dams as a result of erosion and
depositon processes. It has been stated that erosion
and degradation below dams will transform braided
rivers to straight or sinuous river. However,
meandering river may experience little changes in
width, but migration rate will be reduced (Shields et
al., 2000; Wang and Hu, 2004). The aggradation of
river due to sediment availability that flow power is

Conclusions
The SL index describes the morphology of a stream
network based on the distribution of the slope
gradients along rivers. This work has discussed
whether it is sensitive enough to detect the impact of
different uplift rates on the drainage network. The SL
map has provided the following implications: 1- SL
values are significantly influenced by bedrock
lithology, such as differences in erodibility, 2Significant variations in SL values are associated
with fault zones. This study shows that mapping SL
from a DEM, instead of using topographic profiles,
helps to understand the geomorphological impacts of
differential uplift. This approach may be effective for
other areas with potential influence of differential
uplift. Base-level analysis has been successfully
applied to semi-detail scale morphotectonic studies
in the past. In this paper, we presented an example of
the applicability of the method to regional-scale
investigations. The base-level map constructed with
2nd and 3rd-order valleys was considered to present
the best results and used for the interpretation of
regional-scale morphostructures. The method
provided results consistent with the scale of the data
used as topographic base and with the drainage
network. Geomorphological changes don not occur
immediately, but a lag time exists between changes
34
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to the first order and those of the second order and
also between phases of adjustment before reaching
quasi-equilibrium. In this case, no geomorphological
changes is observed in Maroon River before and after
dam construction. But, these changes may occur later
in an extended time scale. The prediction of potential
geomorphological changes is not a simple process,
because multiple adjustments can take place.
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